Bayesian network learning with feature abstraction for gene-drug dependency analysis.
Combined analysis of the microarray and drug-activity datasets has the potential of revealing valuable knowledge about various relations among gene expressions and drug activities in the malignant cell. In this paper, we apply Bayesian networks, a tool for compact representation of the joint probability distribution, to such analysis. For the alleviation of data dimensionality problem, the huge datasets were condensed using a feature abstraction technique. The proposed analysis method was applied to the NCI60 dataset (http://discover.nci.nih.gov) consisting of gene expression profiles and drug activity patterns on human cancer cell lines. The Bayesian networks, learned from the condensed dataset, identified most of the salient pairwise correlations and some known relationships among several features in the original dataset, confirming the effectiveness of the proposed feature abstraction method. Also, a survey of the recent literature confirms the several relationships appearing in the learned Bayesian network to be biologically meaningful.